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now, consider the following example: if you want to know how a certain bone looks
like from all angles, you will either have to generate hundreds of virtual models
manually or you will have to use a different software to generate a complete image.
but how could you guarantee that the different angles and models accurately reflect
the specimen’s original condition? more than simply comparing images, fei avizo
enables you to also create virtual models from images. it can generate three-
dimensional models of fossils, and simulate the evolution of their internal structures
over time. this process is called 3d virtual reconstruction. fei avizo is a powerful
software for designing, editing and producing 3d images from raw scientific data.3d
rendering, which means displaying raw input data in the form of 3d models and
images is understandable. using 3d models, it is much easier for professionals to
collect and analyze data in their desired scientific field.analysis in this program
means extracting meaningful data as well as statistical data from modeled images,
for example the volume of a certain area, the area of different levels, the length
between two specific points and.as a practical example, using the analysis
capabilities of this program, in cancer and oncology, the size and volume of the
tumor can be identified with high accuracy. fei avizo provides a variety of tools for
supporting the development and organization of your products, including tools that
are helpful for working with 3d models. the interface is fully customizable. avizo
software has a large user base that is actively engaged in the development of the
application for the benefit of the users. fei avizo has been downloaded over one
million times since its initial release in 1989 and is one of the most popular fossil
analysis applications. fei avizo 8 is the most robust and comprehensive 3d
application available and will allow you to accomplish all of your research, analysis,
and modeling tasks faster and easier than ever before.
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